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ABSTRACT

This thesis aims to assess the environmental consequences of management strategies
for wood waste in Sweden. There is a special focus on separation strategies and in
what way they influence environmental aspects related to the presence of heavy
metals in the waste. Actors’ incentives and capacity to influence wood waste
management are analysed, emphasising the importance of driving forces such as
governmental regulation and market interactions.
The results show that, in comparison to present dilution practice, separation of
contaminants would lead to decreased heavy metal emissions during treatment of
wood waste while still recovering a similar energy yield from the waste. Such
measures would also increase possibilities for resource-saving reuse of generated ash.
For most heavy metals, however, long-term pollution concerns related to
accumulations in landfills and unintentional co-recycling seem difficult to address,
regardless of separation strategy. An exception is wood waste that according to
regulation is to be separately handled as hazardous, i.e. industrial preservative–treated
wood, for which separation measures also would address such future concerns.
It can be concluded that regulation influences the environmental consequences of
separation measures. This indicates that governments could play an important role in
environmental policy by, for instance, stimulating separate handling of certain
discarded products such as industrial preservative–treated wood. How far to push for
separation is however a matter of policy rather than science, especially regarding
pollution concerns related to long-term uncertainties. Other factors influencing the
environmental consequences of separation measures in wood waste management are a
well-developed district heating system and availability of sophisticated incinerators
for energy recovery of contaminated materials.
Actors in the energy sector involved in fuel and heat production have quite restricted
capacities for separation of contaminants. Instead, achieving substantially less

contaminated wood waste seems to require actors in the waste and construction
sectors to develop source separation measures. The fact that such measures involve
actors lacking professional standards for waste management, who therefore must be
educated and trained, constitutes a fundamental obstacle to efficient separation.
Perhaps even more hampering is that source separation at present leads to increased
waste disposal costs for actors in the construction sector. Such economic outcomes of
source separation are unfavourable, since these actors primarily consider discarded
wood material as a disposal problem for which the costs should be minimised. Despite
these obstacles, however, this thesis contains empirical evidence showing that some
actors have proved capable of achieving relatively efficient separation.
At present, only a minor share of industrial preservative–treated wood waste is
separately handled as hazardous in Sweden. For most actors in the energy, waste and
construction sectors, the incentives for such measures appear low even though
introduced regulations potentially could have created such incentives. It appears as if
a lack of steering mechanisms such as communication and supervision have
neutralised the inherent pressure from regulation in many cases. Quality requirements,
on the other hand, can be concluded to be of outmost importance for motivating
separation measures. Unfortunately, present market forces encourage actors in the
energy sector to practice inconsistent enforcement of stated quality requirements. As a
consequence, actors in the waste and construction sectors do not experience any
strong pressure for separation of contaminants from their customers. In fact, such an
inconsistent enforcement of quality requirements seems to have counteracted legal
pressures for separation, due to present customer-oriented business management.

SAMMANFATTNING

Avhandlingens mål är att utifrån ett miljöperspektiv analysera strategier för hantering
av träavfall i Sverige. Fokus är på strategier för separering och hur såna åtgärder
påverkar miljöaspekter relaterade till förekomst av tungmetaller i avfallet. Vidare
studeras aktörers incitament och kapacitet att påverka hanteringen med tonvikt på
betydelsen av drivkrafter såsom lagstiftning och kundkrav.
I jämförelse med dagens hantering där föroreningar ofta späds ut, visar resultaten på
att utökad separering skulle leda till minskade emissioner av tungmetaller vid
förbränning av träavfall samtidigt som samma mängd energi utvinns. Vidare skulle
såna åtgärder öka möjligheterna att återanvända de askor som bildas vid
förbränningen. Oavsett om föroreningar separeras eller späds ut är det dock svårt att
minska risken för framtida emissioner av tungmetaller till miljön från deponerade
och/eller återvunna askor. Ett undantag är impregnerat trä, som enligt rådande
lagstiftning ska hanteras som farligt avfall, för vilket separeringsåtgärder även
förbättrar möjligheterna att kontrollera framtida föroreningsproblem.
Rådande lagstiftning har stark påverkan på miljökonsekvenserna av
separeringsåtgärder. Myndigheter kan således spela en viktig roll i att nå ett
kretsloppsanpassat samhälle, till exempel, genom att stimulera separat hantering av
uttjänta produkter såsom impregnerat trä. Andra faktorer som påverkar
miljökonsekvenserna av att införa separeringsåtgärder i hanteringen av träavfall är ett
väl utbyggt fjärrvärmesystem och tillgång på sofistikerade anläggningar där förorenat
material kan energiutvinnas.
Resultaten visar på att aktörer i energisektorn, som förädlar träavfall till ett biobränsle
och använder detta till fjärrvärmeproduktion, har begränsade möjligheter att få bort
föroreningar. Att åstadkomma en effektiv separering av förorenat material bygger
istället på att aktörer i avfalls- och byggsektorn utvecklar metoder för källsortering.
Det faktum att många av dessa aktörer inte har tillräcklig kunskap för att åstadkomma
en effektiv sortering utgör ett fundamentalt hinder för såna åtgärder. Vidare leder ofta

källsortering av träavfall till ökade avfallskostnader för aktörer i byggsektorn. Detta är
problematiskt eftersom dessa aktörer i huvudsak ser träavfall som ett
kvittblivningsproblem för vilket kostnaderna ska minimeras. Trots dessa hinder visar
resultaten på att det redan idag finns aktörer som åstadkommit en relativt effektiv
separering av förorenat träavfall.
I dagsläget sorteras endast en liten andel av impregnerat trä ut och hanteras som
farligt avfall. De studerade aktörerna i energi-, avfalls- och byggsektorn har svaga
incitament för utökad separering trots att styrmedel införts som potentiellt kunnat
stimulera såna åtgärder. I många fall har brist på kommunikation och tillsyn lett till att
den avsedda effekten med lagstiftningen uteblivit. Kundkrav har, å andra sidan, stor
betydelse för aktörers intressen av att utveckla metoder för separering. I nuläget
uppmuntrar dock marknadskrafter ofta aktörer i energisektorn att inte fullt ut följa upp
sina kvalitetskrav. Följaktligen upplever inte aktörerna i avfalls- och byggsektorn
några större påtryckningar från sina kunder att förbättra sin sortering av träavfall.
Beroende på att många aktörer tenderar att fokusera på kundkrav leder en bristfällig
uppföljning av dessa till att de drivkrafter för separering som avsågs med
lagstiftningen motverkas.
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INTRODUCTION

Our extensive use of materials causes environmental impact in a range of ways (Ayres
and Simonis, 1994). Some of these problems are related to depletion of resources and
others to emissions generated during extraction, refinement, manufacturing, use and
discarding of materials. In order to abate such problems, several different actions in
the entire life cycle of materials are necessary, such as limiting extraction of finite and
hazardous resources and using resources more efficiently. Waste management that
recycles discarded materials and at the same time avoids pollution is, and probably
always will be, important for alleviating the environmental impact caused by
societies. The fact that it has proved difficult to limit exploitation of materials and
substances only adds to this argument (cf. Ayres, 1997; Guinée and Van der Voet,
2002).
In industrial countries, the use of bulk materials (e.g. metal, wood, plastic and
concrete) has continually increased, resulting in huge stocks accumulated in the
technosphere (The Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA), 1996;
Hendriks et al., 2000; Obernosterer and Brunner, 2001). A recognised problem is that
virtually all of these bulk materials also involve stocks and flows of hazardous
substances (Lohm et al., 1997; Kleijn et al., 2000; Sörme et al., 2001). These
substances originate from intentional application due to enhanced technical properties
of products (e.g. pigments and corrosion protection) but are also present as
contaminants (e.g. originating from natural presence in ores). Several studies have
demonstrated the importance of diffuse emissions of hazardous substances taking
place during the use phase of products (Anderberg and Stigliani, 1994; Bergbäck et
al., 1994; Van der Voet et al., 2000). It has, however, also been observed that the
main outflow of hazardous substances from the technosphere is via different bulk
material waste streams (Bergbäck et al., 2001; Tukker et al., 2006). At present, the
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emissions to the environment from such waste flows are generally low1, due to
efficient end-of-pipe technologies at waste treatment facilities. Instead, the main
amounts often become temporarily immobilised in, for instance, landfilled waste,
posing future pollution concerns. These stocks are huge and it has been stressed that
landfills may become important emission sources to the surrounding environment
over time (Flyhammar, 1997; Guinée et al., 1999). Waste management in industrial
countries is also going through substantial changes involving less waste being
landfilled in favour of increased reuse, material recycling and energy recovery. This
means that hazardous substances that until recently were usually temporarily
immobilised in landfills instead may become unintentionally co-recycled (Reijnders,
2000; Raadschelders et al., 2003). There is thus an obvious risk that efforts aiming for
improved resource efficiency simultaneously result in increased dispersion of
hazardous substances in the technosphere, making it difficult to foresee and thus
control their outflow to the environment.
It is important to recognise that relatively small amounts of hazardous substances in
bulk material waste could cause several resource implications. During waste
treatment, their presence causes operational problems leading to a poor resource
economy of both material and energy (Andersson and Högberg, 2001; Sjöblom,
2001). They also influence the usability of recovered waste, which in turn often leads
to unwanted cascading of resources (Reijnders, 2000; Lindqvist-Östblom and Eklund,
2001; Roth and Eklund, 2003). For instance, ashes from combustion plants and
sewage sludge from wastewater treatment are often not used due to pollution
concerns. There are even examples of when contamination of waste with a present
high recovery rate leads to unwanted cascading of material resources over time. The
ongoing accumulation of copper in the steel flow due to increased scrap recycling is
an illustrative example of such a phenomenon (Viklund-White and Menad, 1999). In
order to establish an efficient resource use today without shifting to other serious
long-term environmental implications, it is thus important to find better ways to
manage discarded bulk materials containing hazardous substances.
For long-term improvements, this problem could be addressed by upstream strategies
influencing product design, e.g. substitution and prohibition of the intentional use of
hazardous substances in bulk materials. So far, however, such efforts have proved
difficult to realise, for several reasons. For instance, quite a few hazardous substances
unfortunately also have excellent technical properties and are relatively cheap, so
substitution with less hazardous alternatives might be difficult (e.g. Tukker et al.,
2006). Many of these substances also occur as contaminants in other natural
1

There are, however, also substances (e.g. arsenic and mercury) that are difficult to trap by
current end-of-pipe technologies, so significant amounts may be emitted during waste
treatment.
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resources, e.g. cadmium in zinc ore. As long as the extraction of these resources
continues, the inflow to the technosphere of hazardous substances will go on as well
(Van der Voet, 1996; Ayres, 1997). This is especially true since bans on one type of
application often tend to redirect the substances to another application or other
countries with less stringent environmental legislation (Raadschelders et al., 2003).
Nevertheless, measures on the inflow are indeed the most effective way to solve such
problems in the long term.
Improvements can, however, be accomplished more rapidly by introducing measures
in the waste management sector such as extended sorting and waste processing (cf.
Schachermayer et al., 2000). Such a downstream strategy has its limitations (see, for
instance, Ayres, 1994; Raadschelders et al., 2003) but might be easier to realise since
it often involves a smaller number of actors with less heterogeneity than upstream
strategies (cf. Lindqvist and Eklund, 2002). Still, however, improvements in waste
management can be difficult indeed and there are often technical, organisational and
economic obstacles that need to be addressed (Ruch et al., 1997a; Fraanje, 1997;
Ayres, 1997; Reijnders, 2000; Poon et al., 2001; SEPA, 2001a; Wang et al., 2004). In
order to establish incentives for improved environmental performance, governments
introduce regulations such as permits, prohibitions and economic instruments.
Regulations may influence waste management in a wide range of ways such as
changes in sorting and processing of waste, treatment methods, end-of-pipe
technologies or management of residue products. To sum up, there are quite a few
options available for waste management, which influence environmental performance
in somewhat different ways and involve actors with varying agendas, practices and
opportunities to influence.

AIM AND SCOPE
The overall aim of this thesis is to assess the environmental consequences of
strategies for management of contaminated wood waste. This involves analysing the
pollution and resource implications caused by the presence of hazardous substances in
the waste. A special interest is also on actors’ incentives and capacity to influence
waste management. Here, incentives refer to an actor’s economic interests in
combination with pressures from regulation and customers (e.g. quality requirements
in business agreements). In principle, the capacity to influence waste management is
determined by the measures that are technically and economically feasible for an
actor.
Swedish wood waste was studied as an example of a large bulk material containing
relatively small flows of hazardous substances, leading to downstream pollution and
resource problems. Focusing on a particular type of waste, of course, involves
limitations on the generality of the results. However, the presence of hazardous
13

substances in bulk materials, and the environmental implications they create for waste
management, are not something unique to Swedish wood waste (see, for instance,
Van der Voet, 1996; Reijnders, 2000; Raadschelders et al., 2003). In particular, this
thesis contributes input to the question of how separation strategies influence the
environmental consequences of managing contaminated bulk materials. Concentrating
the research on wood waste also led to more detailed studies with a higher level of
resolution, which facilitated including the actors in the analysis. In order to gather a
somewhat broader empirical base concerning actors’ incentives and capacity to
influence waste management, one of the appended papers in this thesis also deals with
other kinds of waste. The research was conducted during the period 2001–2006 and is
limited to Sweden, so the results are primarily of interest to countries with similar
waste management regimes. In the Synthesis, the general applicability of the results is
further discussed.
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CHANGING CONTEXT OF WASTE MANAGEMENT

Since bulk materials are used in a wide range of applications, they often turn up in
different waste streams when discarded. Households, construction and demolition
companies, and manufacturing industries all discard materials. During the last decade,
waste management of bulk materials has gone through substantial changes in Sweden.
A governmental bill emphasising increased recycling took effect during the early
1990s (Governmental proposal, 1993). Several regulations have since then been
introduced in order to reduce waste generation, increase recycling and avoid pollution
during treatment. In 1994, for instance, the Swedish ordinance on producers’
responsibility came into force and as a consequence several discarded products are
today separated for recycling, e.g. paper, tyres, packaging and electr(on)ic products.
According to the Swedish Waste Decree (SFS, 2001), metal and other valuable
materials should also be recycled and hazardous materials handled particularly
carefully to limit health and environmental risks. Another important regulation
influencing Swedish waste management is the landfill tax (SFS, 1999). This tax was
introduced in 2000 and has since then been raised several times. In order to decrease
landfilling even further, there is at present a ban on landfilling of separated
combustible and organic materials (SFS, 2001). Over the years, the legal pressure on
waste treatment facilities to limit their emissions has also increased (e.g. EC
Directive, 2000/76). Apart from decreased pollution during waste treatment (SEPA,
2005), this development has contributed to a successively increased recycling. For
instance, the share of discarded materials from households being landfilled has since
1994 decreased by almost 60% (The Swedish Waste Association, 2005). At present,
the majority is instead recovered (30% material recycling, 10% composting and 50%
energy recovered) and less than 10% is landfilled. Similar trends can be observed for
discarded bulk materials ending up in other types of waste, such as construction and
demolition waste (Boverket, 2004) and industrial waste (SEPA, 2005). Unfortunately,
however, these regulations have not been capable of reducing the total amount of
waste generated.
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In Sweden, as in many other countries, wood is an important bulk material and the
main amount has been used for construction purposes (Baudin, 1990). At present, the
accumulated stock in buildings is on the order of 70 million tonnes (SEPA, 1996).
Wood material is, however, also used for other less long-lived products such as
furniture and packaging (Baudin, 1990). The method of disposal for wood waste may
vary, but most of it is energy recovered (SEPA, 1996). In the beginning of the 1990s,
efforts were initiated to separate discarded wood in order to use it as a biofuel for heat
production. Since then, the share of wood waste being recovered for heat production
(RWW) has substantially increased and today makes up 5% (2.4 TWh) of the supply
of district heating (Andersson and Tullin, 1999; The Swedish District Heating
Association, 2006).
There have also been recent changes in the Swedish Waste Decree that influence
management of wood waste. From 2002, wood containing hazardous substances is to
be classified as hazardous waste (SFS, 2001). This regulation orders that such waste
should be separately handled by actors who have permission to manage hazardous
waste. However, the kinds of wood waste to classify as hazardous are, to some extent,
open to varying interpretations (SEPA, 2003). Environmental authorities (SEPA,
2001b; KIFS, 2003) have interpreted that industrial preservative–treated wood treated
with copper, chromium and arsenic (CCA) or solely by creosote is most likely to be
regarded as hazardous waste. This regulation has therefore initiated efforts to separate
such industrial preservative–treated wood from other waste in order to treat it as
hazardous.

HANDLING OF WOOD WASTE AND THE ACTORS INVOLVED
Here, the building sector deserves special attention, since it is the main generator of
wood waste. This sector also is a complex field of activity involving a huge number of
actors, from citizens belonging to the do-it-yourself market to small contractors to
large building enterprises (SOU, 2000). Their activities are by definition focused on
performing cost-efficient construction and operation of buildings, and doing so with
maximum profit. Waste management issues therefore tend to become peripheral and
there is often a lack of prominent economic incentive for improvements (see, for
example, Poon et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2004; Boverket, 2004). Due to the large
number of actors in this field of activity and the varying preconditions in different
building projects (e.g. site space and time schedule), the handling of waste
presumably varies widely.
During the last decade, environmental awareness has increased in the building sector.
In the middle of the 1990s, the Ecocycle Council was formed in order to guide and
coordinate the environmental work in this sector. An environmental program was
introduced in 2003, involving measures to improve waste management (The Ecocycle
16

Council for the Building Sector, 2003). At present, sorting guidelines are being
developed that emphasise extended separation of recyclables and hazardous waste.
This work is, however, mainly based on legal requirements and particularly focuses
on decreasing the share of waste being landfilled. The fact that virtually all bulk
materials involve hazardous substances and the environmental implications this link
causes for waste management is thus not explicitly identified (ibid.).
Building companies, e.g. construction and demolition contractors, typically distribute
their wood waste to refinement sites, which are often municipality-owned
landfills/recycling centres even if privately owned sites also exist. In Sweden,
municipalities are responsible for the collection and handling of household waste
(SFS, 2001). For disposal of bulky waste such as wood waste, most of them therefore
offer manned recycling centres to which citizens can bring and sort their discarded
products. In 2003, about 20% of household waste passed through one of Sweden’s
700 recycling centres (The Swedish Waste Association, 2003). At the refinement
sites, the wood waste is then processed into a fuel for heat production. This is
sometimes done by actors in the waste sector, but more commonly by specialised fuel
suppliers belonging to the energy sector. The processing technologies may vary,
partially depending on the quality agreements between district heating plants and fuel
suppliers. According to Andersson and Tullin (1999), the fuel suppliers often do not
promise specific quality grades, but rather different refinement processes of the fuel.
Common processes include: crushing to fuel chips, treatment with magnetic
separators that withdraw ferrous metals, and sometimes also screening, removing
some of the finest fraction of the processed material (Andersson and Tullin, 1999;
Njurell and Gyllenhammar, 2000). The produced RWW is then finally sold to district
heating plants for heat production.
Sweden has a well-developed district heating system involving many actors with
demands for cost-efficient fuels. The energy policy also emphasises increased use of
biofuels, partially since they are carbon dioxide neutral and renewable (Governmental
proposal, 1996). For district heating plants, refined biofuels and forest residues are the
most expensive and RWW the least expensive; thus there is a market demand for this
fuel (Ericsson and Nilsson, 2004). There are, however, additional costs related to the
use of RWW. In Sweden, ashes from combustion of waste are generally landfilled
partially due to pollution concerns. Since 2000, when the landfill tax was introduced,
this practice results in extensive costs for district heating plants. Several of these
plants have also experienced increased operational costs, i.e. fouling and corrosion in
the boilers and unwanted operational stops, when using RWW caused by the presence
of unwanted materials and substances (Andersson and Tullin, 1999). Furthermore, a
EU directive on combustion of waste was passed in 2000, influencing the possibility
to use RWW for heat production. It involves stronger requirements on operating
conditions, emission limit values, measurements and handling of generated residue
17

products. This development has motivated several investigations aiming to decrease
operational costs (Andersson and Högberg, 2001; Sjöblom, 2001) and to identify what
actions district heating plants need to take in order to ensure the continued
exploitation of this cost-efficient fuel (Harnevie and Olvstam, 2001; Lindau, 2003).
To sum up, the efforts to improve waste management of this bulk material have so far
been limited and tightly bound to the interests of actors in the energy sector.
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SCIENTIFIC APPROACH

A SYSTEMS APPROACH
Environmental problems arise from various interactions between public and private
enterprises and organisations, their technology and the surrounding environment.
These complex structures of people and their artifacts, their economic systems and
ways of living, and the laws that govern their behavior can be considered as systems.
In order to address such complex problems, systems analysis has gained increased
interest among environmental researchers and policy-makers. Instead of studying
selected parts that together form a larger system, this approach strives for a wider
perspective, aiming to include all relevant aspects of a societal problem. According to
Miser and Quade (1985) systems analysis is not a science, nor is it a method or a
technique, but rather an approach to tackle complex problems arising in society by
applying scientific methods and knowledge. This way of looking at a problem is often
used to facilitate some kind of planning or decision-making situation involving
uncertainty. All of the appended papers in this thesis can be thought of as
environmental evaluations applying a systems approach.
Systems analysis is always performed through studies of an abstraction of the “real
world” (Gustafsson et al., 1982). Such a model must be a simplification of reality and
only include relevant aspects of a specific problem. Since a systems approach is
applied to diverse problems and different contexts, models can be developed in a wide
range of ways, depending on the objective of the study. In order to facilitate
interpretation of the results, it is thus important to be aware of and describe the
properties and possible weaknesses of a model. In environmental systems analysis, it
has been demonstrated that the choice of system boundaries often influences the
results (Lundin et al., 2000; Roth and Eklund, 2003; Tyskeng, 2006). In this thesis,
strategies for waste management are in focus and changes in activities further
upstream of the wood material flow are not emphasised. This is so despite the fact that
the most effective way, seen from a long-term perspective, to solve the problem of
19

contaminated wood waste would be to cut off the inflows of hazardous substances to
the technosphere (cf. Van der Voet et al., 2000). Apart from being difficult to realise,
however, such an upstream strategy is incapable of addressing the current waste
disposal problem, since many products have long lifetimes in the technosphere, e.g.
building materials. Even if the inflows of hazardous substances were immediately
stopped, the generation of contaminated wood waste would thus continue for many
decades to come. Accordingly, this thesis places emphasis on how to manage the
already huge stock (cf. SEPA, 1996) of wood materials accumulated in the
technosphere when discarded.
Ayres (1994), among others, has pointed out that strategies addressing the symptoms
of problems, such as waste management measures, often tend to shift one type of
problem to another. This fact has implications for the selection of system boundaries
when analysing the environmental consequences of strategies for management of
wood waste. For instance, certain strategies may redirect substantial amounts of
hazardous substances from the wood waste to other flows of discarded materials. In
order to identify and account for this kind of problem shifting, the system boundaries
had to be extended beyond the wood waste to include other waste flows and processes
being influenced (cf. Weidema, 2000; Raadschelders et al., 2003). Furthermore, it was
often necessary to apply wide temporal boundaries that facilitate the identification of
shifting of pollution problems to the future, e.g. temporal immobilisation of hazardous
substances in landfills or residue products.
Societies could be seen as divided into economic sectors, e.g. building, agriculture
and energy sectors, involving actors whose activities substantially differ in purpose
(cf. Jonsson et al., 2000; SEPA, 2001a). This means that actors belonging to different
sectors often have different opinions regarding what development is preferable.
Material flows, however, extend over several economic sectors, thereby integrating
their activities. This fact may contribute to the arising of environmental problems and
influence possibilities for improvement, since actors, especially those belonging to
different sectors, have varying incentives for managing materials. In this thesis, three
sectors are of special interest: the building, waste and energy sectors. Actors within
these sectors that are involved in the management of wood waste and their
interactions have been studied in detail. The gathering of empirical evidence for
actors’ incentives and capacity to influence the management of wood waste has,
however, been limited to the waste and energy sectors. In spite of this it was possible
to indirectly, i.e. based on the results from these sectors, address these issues also for
actors of the building sector.
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A FLOW PERSPECTIVE
This thesis belongs within the research field of industrial ecology (for an extensive
description of this field, see Lifset and Graedel, 2002). A core strategy of this field is
to avoid dissipative losses of matter during the entire life cycle of products and thus to
close material loops. Such a strategy calls for a holistic and comprehensive systems
approach to material and energy flows, making studies of industrial metabolism
central (Erkman, 1997). Through such analytical studies, all material flows linked to
human activities are specified and analysed in order to identify causes of
environmental problems and find better ways to manage materials (Ayres, 1994). It
could be argued that this thesis does not really apply this holistic view on materials
management. Instead of considering the entire life cycle of wood materials, it rather
focuses on a particular part, i.e. the waste phase. On the other hand, recycling of waste
and residue products has been stressed as a key target for obtaining closed material
cycles (Ayres, 1997; Reijnders, 2000). The fact that presence of hazardous substances
in bulk materials constitutes an important barrier for increased recycling motivates
this focus on waste management. As I see it, the results of this thesis can be
considered as contributions that may be integrated and subordinated into the broader
perspective on materials management.
There exist quite a few systems analysis tools for assessing and evaluating
environmental impacts (for an overview, see Udo de Haes et al., 2000). It can be
argued that all these tools are needed since they emphasise different impacts and are
appropriate for somewhat different study objects and objectives (Bouman et al., 2000;
Finnveden and Moberg, 2005). Studying a problem with a tool that focuses on one
type of environmental impact may lead to disregarding other important aspects, so a
combination of tools might be necessary. The framework of Substance Flow Analysis
(SFA) was considered appropriate to address the problem dealt with in this thesis.
SFA is an analytical tool used in industrial ecology that is based on the mass balance
principle (Van der Voet, 1996). The mainstream application of SFA has so far been as
an inventory tool in order to specify the entire flows and stocks of a substance (group)
within and between the technosphere and environment in a certain time period and for
a certain region. This comprehensive approach has provided overviews of substance
flows in different regions, e.g. countries (Van der Voet et al., 2000), municipalities
(Lindqvist and von Malmborg, 2004), river basins (Anderberg and Stigliani, 1994)
and cities (Bergbäck et al., 2001). Such overviews have made it possible to identify
major and sometimes unexpected flows and emissions, potential future problems such
as large accumulations in the technosphere, and the causes of pollution problems.
There is no standardized way to perform SFA; however, a general framework
involving three main steps is often followed (Van der Voet, 2002): system definition,
quantification of stocks and flows and interpretation of the results. In the first step
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several choices are made regarding the system, such as spatial and temporal
boundaries, the substance (group) to be studied, what subsystems should be included,
and which economic processes are relevant for the analysis. Two main subsystems are
virtually always included in SFA, i.e. the technosphere involving flows caused by
human activities and the surrounding environment. This first step often generates
some kind of flow chart consisting of a network of economic and environmental
processes for which the stocks and interrelated flows are to be specified. The time unit
for the flows is typically one year.
Stocks and flows are often quantified by combining data from several different
sources such as production and sale statistics, scientific reports, other published
literature, interviews and expertise estimates. Since different data sources may involve
different quality levels, this fact adds uncertainty to the results of SFA (Hedbrant and
Sörme, 2001). In addition, there is often only one set of data for a specific flow, so it
is difficult to estimate the uncertainty level. Missing amounts, i.e. flows for which the
magnitude cannot be specified from available data, can be estimated by applying the
mass balance principle, which states that the inflows of a process equal the outflows
(Van der Voet, 2002). As mentioned previously, the time unit is often one year. In
order to address the size of accumulated stocks, however, a longer time period must
be considered. The level of resolution, that is, the level of detail regarding flows and
stocks related to specific economic processes, may vary between SFAs. For identified
flows that by some reason are considered especially problematic, the origins can be
tracked by introducing emission coefficients and distribution factors for the outflows
of specific economic processes (cf. Anderberg and Stigliani, 1994; Sörme and
Lagerkvist, 2002). Furthermore, including the time dimension enables performing
scenario analysis, predicting future waste streams and emissions. There are in
principle two main ways to conduct such a scenario analysis. A loss coefficient can be
defined and the generation of waste and emissions is then considered as a fraction of
the present stock (Van der Voet et al., 2002). Future waste and emissions can also be
modeled by determining past inflows of products and their lifetime in the
technosphere (Kleijn et al., 2000; Elshkaki et al., 2005). It is the lifetime that
determines the delay and the outflow as waste and emissions that equal the inflow a
certain number of years earlier.
Since the intention of SFA is to support and facilitate decision-making, the third step
often involves an interpretation regarding what the results mean from an
environmental policy perspective. A general discussion, commenting on the results
and key findings, can be used. However, several authors argue for more sophisticated
ways to transfer the results into policy-relevant terms using different indicators (Van
der Voet et al., 2000; Hendriks et al., 2000; Lindqvist and Eklund, 2002).
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This thesis deals with a specific type of problem for which existing tools for
environmental systems analysis often are not directly applicable. SFA has thus not
been used in its traditional way, i.e., studying the entire metabolism of a certain
substance in a region. As I see it, this thesis rather applies a substance flow
perspective to waste management, using selected parts of this framework often in
combination with other tools/methods for addressing relevant aspects beyond the
scope of SFA. For instance, SFA is blind to the shifting of problems outside the
studied substance flows (Bouman et al., 2000). Therefore, I also studied how
strategies to manage wood waste influence resource aspects such as energy flows and
handling of residue products. Furthermore, it was considered important to study the
actors involved in the management of wood waste in order to identify their incentives
and capacity to influence the problem (cf. Anderberg, 1996). This is certainly not a
common feature of SFA, which is why the flow perspective had to be combined with
other qualitative research methods such as interviews.

ACTORS’ INCENTIVES AND CAPACITY TO INFLUENCE WASTE
MANAGEMENT
Two important factors influencing the actions of companies are market forces (e.g.
economic interests and business agreements) and regulations introduced by the
government. When market forces do not steer the actions of public and private
organisations in a desirable direction, governments introduce regulations involving
policy instruments such as permits, prohibitions, economic instruments and
information campaigns. Regulation more or less coercing actors to perform certain
measures (e.g. permits and prohibitions) has the advantage of accomplishing definite
environmental goals but is often costly because of the need for supervision (Roberts
and Phillpot, 1995). Such policy instruments have also been criticised as being an
ineffective way to achieve environmental improvements (e.g. Ayres, 1994). Marketbased solutions, on the other hand, are often suggested as more appropriate
instruments for environmental policy. Within the research field of industrial ecology,
for instance, many authors agree that incorporating environmental externalities into
market prices (e.g. virgin material and pollution taxes) would steer companies
towards improved environmental performance (O’Rourke et al., 1996; Ayres, 1997;
Melanen et al., 2002). Application of such economic instruments, however, relies on
the assumption that companies respond rationally to market signals, making it
profitable to be less polluting. The fact that most companies exist on the market to
maximise profits supports this assumption. As has been pointed out by several
authors, however, it is often hard to put a monetary value on environmental
externalities and perhaps even more difficult to determine the financial inducement
level leading to a definite outcome (Roberts and Phillpot, 1995; O’Rourke et al.,
1996; Turner et al., 1998). The efficiency and effectiveness of regulation may also be
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influenced by many factors, including market forces, different economic interests
among actors, and organisational and information deficiencies.
In this thesis, I analyse in what way regulations have influenced the management and
contamination of different types of wood waste. Such ex-post evaluations are
important in order to contribute knowledge in terms of what role governments can
play in environmental policy. The main objective was not to understand all possible
reasons behind the outcome, but rather to evaluate how regulations in practice have
influenced the waste management and contamination of this bulk material. Emphasis
was on the importance of quality requirements and business contacts between the
actors involved in wood waste management (cf. Kautto and Melanen, 2004).
Whether pressures from regulation and/or customers establish incentives for
improvements or not, different actors also have varying capacities to influence waste
management (cf. Lindqvist-Östblom and Eklund, 2001; Sörme et al., 2003). For
instance, the preconditions for different construction and demolition projects often
vary regarding site space and time frame, influencing these actors’ capacity to
perform source separation (Boverket, 2004). Another striking example of this
phenomenon is the limited capacity of wastewater utilities to decrease heavy metals in
sewage sludge originating from diffuse emission sources (e.g. goods in use) far
beyond their control (Sörme et al., 2003). Such management implications thus
determine which actors are capable of improvements and thus where in the studied
system such measures are to be introduced. When evaluating waste management
strategies, it was therefore considered important to include measures that in practice
are technically and economically feasible for the actors studied.

WASTE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
In principle, there are two main separation strategies for discarded bulk materials
containing hazardous substances: the contaminants can be treated together with the
bulk material waste or removed and handled separately. Extended sorting of waste is
often suggested as a way to improve environmental performance. Early measures
refer to source separation, where different materials are separated as close as possible
to the generation site (Ruch et al., 1997b; Tanskanen, 2000; Blassino et al., 2002).
Mixed waste can also be treated by refinement technologies further downstream, such
as shredders, air classifiers and magnetic separators (Brunner and Stämpfli, 1993;
Schachermayer et al., 2000; Huang et al., 2002).
Further down the waste management chain, there are choices to be made regarding
available treatment methods. The waste hierarchy suggests that waste should be
reused, have its materials recycled, its energy recovered, and only as the last
alternative landfilled. Assessments of environmental performance often state that this
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hierarchy is a rough but relevant proxy regarding the kind of treatment that is
favourable (Björklund and Finnveden, 2005). At waste treatment facilities a great
variety of measures can be taken to improve environmental performance. The
processes can be upgraded in order to increase the yield and quality of recovered
material and energy from the waste. End-of-pipe technologies, e.g. filters, are also
often installed, limiting the emissions to the environment during treatment. Partially
due to extensive use of end-of-pipe measures most waste treatment processes generate
some kind of residue products, each of which can be managed differently. They can,
for instance, be further processed in order to prepare for safe disposal, e.g. removing
or immobilising hazardous substances, or else they may be disposed of in landfills or
reused directly.
This thesis particularly focuses on strategies early in the waste management chain;
that is, different separation measures taken prior to final treatment, and in what way
they influence environmental aspects of waste management as a whole. As was
mentioned previously, other waste flows and processes being influenced by different
separation measures on wood waste therefore needed to be included in the analysis.
Furthermore, all papers are based on the current waste management system in
Sweden, involving its available technologies, commercial treatment methods and
present regulations. Different waste treatment methods for wood waste have therefore
not been compared (e.g. reuse, material recycling and so forth), since virtually all of
this waste today is energy recovered. Upgrading of existing end-of-pipe technologies
at treatment facilities has for the same reason not been emphasised; instead, the papers
are based on present commercial technologies. Today, generated residue products
from waste incineration are generally landfilled. However, since separation measures
may influence the opportunities for reuse, such as ashes for construction material,
different management options were considered in the papers. This choice is also
motivated by the increasing interest for reusing residue products in Sweden.
Eight heavy metals were selected to illustrate the problem of managing contaminated
wood waste. This limitation is considered as reasonable, since the main aim of this
thesis is to analyse and compare waste management strategies from an environmental
perspective. If the aim instead had been to measure the problem of contaminants in
discarded bulk materials, a few heavy metals would probably have been too narrow a
limitation. For instance, there exist a vast number of organic substances that also have
characteristics (e.g. persistent, bio-accumulative and toxic) exhibiting serious
pollution and health concerns. Contaminants such as heavy metals are, however, still
well suited to illustrate the problem, since they are by definition also non-degradable.
This fact adds complexity to the selection of waste management strategies due to the
risk of temporal shifting of problems, i.e. future pollution concerns. Many organic
substances are in practice not easily degraded, which is why the results also may be of
interest for such contaminants. There is, however, a fundamental difference between
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these two types of contaminants. At least in theory, organic substances could in
contrast to heavy metals be destroyed through high-temperature incineration, which in
turn may influence the selection of disposal method for discarded bulk materials.
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METHODOLOGY

THE RESEARCH PROCESS AND THE PAPERS
My research began in 2001 when I became involved in a research project called
“Cleaner flows of wood waste from the building sector”. A close collaboration was at
this early stage established with actors in the energy sector, since the project had
evolved from a specific problem arising in this sector: district heating plants had
experienced that RWW often contained unwanted materials and substances causing
operational costs and environmental concerns. The aim of the project was, however,
rather general: contribute knowledge that can lead, from an environmental
perspective, to better handling of RWW. From such an aim, the project could of
course have developed in different ways. At the start of my research, however,
ongoing investigations within the energy sector, addressing the operational costs at
district heating plants, indicated that RWW might be contaminated by hazardous
substances. These findings motivated a study that examined the presence of heavy
metals in RWW by compiling and analysing elemental analyses of this fuel from
district heating plants (paper I). This study generated a fairly good picture of the
extent of contamination (added amounts, median concentrations and variations) and
an overview of related environmental implications for waste management as a whole.
At that time, most research on RWW was tightly bound to the energy sector and
particularly emphasised measures that could be taken by actors within that sector, e.g.
optimizing the operational conditions in the boilers. The project in which I
participated aimed to go beyond the energy sector and also include relevant activities
taking place further upstream in the waste flow. It was therefore considered rather
straightforward to find out what caused the elevated concentrations of heavy metals in
RWW. Using SFA, involving detailed studies of the metal content in former inflows
of products/materials that today occur in RWW, pollution sources were tracked (paper
II). Several important sources were identified and their contributions to the elevated
amounts of heavy metals in RWW quantified. These findings raised interest in what
options are in practice available for handling of the identified pollution sources, and
how they influence where the heavy metals finally end up. The following research
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therefore involved developing separation strategies based on the present preconditions
for wood waste management in Sweden. In what way different levels of separation
influence the environmental consequences related to the presence of heavy metals in
RWW was then assessed by applying a modified SFA approach that also emphasised
resource aspects (paper III). These three papers can be seen as parts of the first phase
in my research process, and they are all interdependent in the sense that results from
one study were used as input for the next. This first phase resulted in a licentiate
thesis (Krook, 2003). Even if paper III applied more of a change-oriented approach
than papers I–II, the research in this first phase can be categorised as descriptive and
technical, focusing on analysing the material and substance flows related to RWW.
The results were only linked to involved actors in terms of brief theoretical
discussions about different actors’ economic incentives and capacity for
improvements.
At this stage of my research process, there were several choices to be made. One
important contribution of science is the inherent effort to find general patterns and
conclusions. A question to be answered was therefore if bulk materials other than
wood waste should be included in the research. The management of wood waste was,
however, considered sufficiently interesting and complex to continue serving as the
main study object. It was regarded as more important to move away from the
descriptive approach applied in the first phase of my research and instead perform
change-oriented studies involving the actors in the analysis. Back then I was also
involved in a multidisciplinary research project called "Recycling centres in Sweden working conditions, environmental and system performance". This project continued
during the rest of my research. Apart from widening the scope beyond wood waste,
participating in this project made me realise the importance of the actors in waste
management and their varying incentives and capacities for improvements. The
project resulted in paper VI, in which the sorting quality of various kinds of waste at
recycling centres were analysed, along with related environmental implications. In
addition, this paper dealt with the importance of quality requirements and customer
contacts for improving sorting at these facilities.
The findings from papers I–III showed that industrial preservative–treated wood was
one of the most important pollution sources in RWW. Such results motivated a special
interest in the waste management of this wood product. In paper IV, the current
disposal methods were therefore analysed and evaluated from a pollution perspective
and in regards to Swedish waste policy. Among other things, the results from this
study increased my interest in how regulations influence waste management. By
studying changes in the management and contamination of RWW used by a district
heating plant during 1995–2004, the impact of introduced regulations was further
analysed (paper V). This study resulted in a deeper understanding of how actors
respond to such pressures for change. Special attention was paid to the importance of
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quality requirements in business agreements and the varying capacities of the actors
involved to influence the presence of contaminants in wood waste. To sum up, the
first phase of my research mainly focused on analysing material and substance flows
related to RWW and how these flows were influenced by separation strategies, while
the last phase applied more of a changed-oriented approach, focusing on the actors in
the analysis.
The next task was to write this doctoral thesis based on the six papers described
above. As I see it, writing a cover essay not only involves summarizing the papers but
also taking a step back to observe and analyse all findings together. In order to get a
better overview, each paper’s study objects, methods and main contributions were
first briefly compiled (Table 1). The papers were then categorised in terms of what
role they play in this thesis. Based on the overall aim and my scientific approach, two
main topics turned out to be essential and therefore steered much of the focus in the
synthesis. The first topic concerned how different separation strategies influence the
environmental consequences arising during management of contaminated wood
waste. It was addressed by analysing the results from papers I–IV, emphasising both
pollution and resource aspects related to heavy metal contamination. In order to
address the generality of the results, special attention was paid to identifying
important factors influencing the consequences of separation strategies and relating
these findings to previous research. The results from papers II and IV–VI contributed
to the second key topic of the synthesis: In what way have pressures from regulations
and customers influenced the studied actors’ choice of separation strategy? This topic
was addressed in a two-step procedure. Firstly, a rather descriptive approach was
applied, basically observing how regulation and quality requirements in business
agreements had influenced the management and contamination of RWW. Then, the
results from the papers were cross-analysed in order to find reasonable explanations
for the outcome. In the Synthesis, the results of this cover essay are presented; the key
findings are summarised in Conclusions.
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Table 1. Overview of each paper’s study objects, main method and contributions
Papers Study objects

Main method

Contributions

I

RWW used by three biofuel Compilation of analyses of RWW Examines the level of contamination
boilers and related heavy
and comparison with the metal
in RWW and related environmental
metals, 2001
levels in stem wood
implications

II

RWW and related heavy
metals, 2001

III

RWW used by a biofuel
boiler and related heavy
metals and energy flows

IV

Industrial preservative–
treated wood and related
metals. Special focus on
current disposal methods

V

Waste regulations
The management and
contamination of RWW
used by a biofuel boiler,
1995-2004
Actors involved

VI

Waste regulations
16 recycling centres and
related waste flows, 2003
Actors involved

Identifies pollution sources and
Based on SFA, track pollution
sources by studying metal contents estimates their contributions to
elevation of metals in RWW
of former inflows of products
Addresses the capacity of separation
technologies/strategies
Comparison between present and Environmental evaluation of
hypothetical management of RWW strategies involving varying levels of
separation of contaminants
Evaluation based on a modified
SFA, including resource aspects
Based on SFA, estimate generation Studies present disposal methods and
evaluates waste management from a
of waste
pollution perspective and in regards
to Swedish waste policy
Current disposal methods were
analysed via inquiries and mass
balance considerations
Interviews to analyse changes in
handling and management
practices

Analyses the impact of regulations on
contamination of RWW. Special
focus on the importance of quality
requirements and customer contacts

SFA and statistical analysis to
analyse changes in contamination Examines actors’ incentives and
capacities for obtaining less
contaminated RWW
Questionnaires and interviews with Analyses the sorting quality at
recycling centres and provides an
recycling centres’ managers,
overview of environmental
employees, visitors and
consequences of incorrect sorting
stakeholders of collected waste
Examines the importance of quality
requirements and customer contacts
for obtaining improved sorting at
recycling centres
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RESULTS FROM THE PAPERS

METAL CONTAMINATION IN RECOVERED WASTE WOOD USED AS
ENERGY SOURCE IN SWEDEN (PAPER I)
Elemental analyses of Swedish and imported2 RWW from district heating plants for
the period 2000–2001 were compiled in order to analyse the extent of contamination.
For eight heavy metals, the median concentration in RWW was calculated and
compared to the natural level in stemwood, which was regarded as a reference case.
This comparison revealed that analysed samples of RWW contained significantly
higher concentrations, implying that these metals had been added to the wood
material during its life cycle. Concentrations of lead, chromium and arsenic were
found to be elevated by particularly high factors (Figure 1). However, the
contamination of the other heavy metals also seemed substantial, displaying factors
from 10 to 80. For Swedish RWW, added amounts varied for the studied metals, from
less than 1 mg/kg for metals such as cadmium and mercury, to more than 400 mg/kg
for zinc. Although the metal concentrations of Swedish RWW and the imported fuel
displayed some differences, it was considered beyond the scope of this study to
determine the reasons for this difference in heavy metal composition.
Total heavy metal flows related to RWW were estimated to be small in comparison to
other national metal flows, with the exception of arsenic. The arsenic flow in this
particular wood waste seemed to be in an amount comparable to other known arsenic
flows in Sweden. As was demonstrated in this study, there are additional factors that,
apart from the magnitude, determine if substance flows are important to manage. The
relatively small flows of heavy metals in RWW caused local pollution concerns and
operational problems during waste treatment, and limited the possibilities for
beneficial use of the waste. Since none of the studied metals were recycled, their use
could also be categorised as largely dissipative.

2
Back in 2000 when this study was conducted, Swedish district heating plants imported substantial
amounts of RWW, primarily from Germany and the Netherlands.
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Figure 1. The contamination magnification factors for the studied heavy metals in Swedish
and imported RWW fuel. These factors were retrieved by dividing the median concentrations
in RWW with the median concentrations in stemwood.

SOURCES OF HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATION IN SWEDISH WOOD
WASTE USED FOR COMBUSTION (PAPER II)
By studying the metal contents in former inflows of materials that today occur in
RWW, pollution sources for the elevated heavy metal concentrations could be
tracked. Industrial preservative–treated wood and surface-treated wood turned out to
be the most important sources for the studied metals (Figure 2). However, other
materials also explained a considerable share of the elevation for certain metals,
despite their occurrence at low amounts in RWW (less than 1 weight%). This study
was not capable of determining the main origins for mercury, nickel and cadmium,
even if several potential sources were identified.
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Figure 2. Estimated share of the total elevation of heavy metals in RWW that can be linked to
each pollution source. The contribution from each pollution source is shown in weight%.

EVALUATING WASTE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES–A CASE OF
METAL-CONTAMINATED WASTE WOOD (PAPER III)
The present handling of RWW, i.e. energy recovery in a biofuel boiler, was in this
study compared to an alternative strategy involving extended separation of the
identified pollution sources. How the separated materials would be treated was based
on the current structure of the waste management system in Sweden. Separated
combustible materials, e.g. surface-treated wood and plastic, were for that reason
assumed to be treated in waste incinerators, while industrial preservative–treated
wood was presumably treated in an incinerator with permission to handle hazardous
waste. These different separation strategies were evaluated by applying a modified
SFA, including resource aspects such as the net energy flow and management of
generated residue products from energy recovery.
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The result indicated that extended separation would decrease emissions of heavy
metal during energy recovery of RWW. Regardless of separation strategy, however,
the main amounts of heavy metal seemed to end up in different kinds of landfills,
shifting the problem to the future. It therefore became apparent that in order to
prevent environmental pollution in the long term as well, separation strategies must be
combined with downstream measures aiming to immobilise the hazardous substances.
For metals related to industrial preservative–treated wood, however, extended
separation would not only delay emissions but more importantly also increase the
possibility of controlling the outflows. For instance, these metal flows would through
separation become redirected from different kinds of landfills to a monitored storage
of hazardous waste particularly designed and operated to retain hazardous substances.
From a resource perspective, reuse of slag from energy recovery as, for instance,
construction material is often suggested as beneficial. In Sweden, however, such
residue products are generally landfilled partially due to pollution concerns. In this
study it was demonstrated that the environmental compliance of generated ashes from
the biofuel boiler could be substantially improved by extended separation of the
identified pollution sources in RWW. However, obtaining slag with heavy metal
concentrations similar to those in natural materials (e.g. gravel and moraine) required
a highly efficient separation. It was considered important to also evaluate reuse of slag
from a total metal flow perspective, and not only by considering concentrations. In the
present handling of RWW, the slag from the biofuel boiler contained approximately
20% of the total metal flow in this waste. If the pollution sources were efficiently
separated, less than 2% of this metal flow would end up in earth constructions, due to
reusing this slag. It was, however, revealed that such a practice would simultaneously
redirect half of the total metal flow in RWW (mainly zinc and lead) to municipal
waste incinerators. No immediate problem shifting related to this redirected flow was
recognised, since the slag from waste incinerators was already polluted and disposed
of in landfills.
From an energy perspective, as long as the energy content of the waste was recovered,
the different separation strategies for RWW appeared to be similar. Reusing the slag
from the biofuel boiler only had a minor influence on the net energy flow.

PRESERVATIVE-TREATED SAWN TIMBER IN SWEDEN–WASTE
BEYOND CONTROL (PAPER IV)
In Sweden, the use of industrial preservative–treated sawn timber has been part of the
environmental debate for decades. As a consequence, several regulations have been
introduced in order to limit environmental pollution caused by this product. In 2002,
for instance, this type of wood waste was classified as hazardous and required to be
separately handled by actors who have permission to manage hazardous waste. The
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objective of this paper was to analyse the waste management of industrial
preservative–treated sawn timber and evaluate this management from a pollution
perspective and in regards to the current Swedish waste management policy. Based on
SFA methodology, the generated amount of waste and related metals was first
modeled. The current methods of disposal were then analysed by means of direct
inquiries to waste treatment facilities and mass-balance considerations.
The results showed that flows of hazardous substances related to this particular wood
waste were large, posing potential pollution problems. In particular, the arsenic flow
appeared to be substantial and clearly exceeded the magnitude of natural flows of this
substance in Sweden that are caused by weathering and atmospheric deposition.
Regarding the present waste management, the results indicated that only a minor
share of discarded preservative-treated sawn timber was identified and separated from
other non-hazardous waste, and thus treated in an intentional way (Figure 3). Instead,
the main amount became unintentionally mixed and treated with other non-hazardous
solid waste streams. It was therefore concluded that there was a major gap between
Swedish waste management policy and practice.
This unintentional dilution practice appeared to be disadvantageous both from shortterm and long-term pollution perspectives. Discarded preservative-treated sawn
timber that became unintentionally mixed with wood waste combusted in biofuel
boilers was considered as an example of an immediate pollution problem, since
previous research had indicated that a substantial part of arsenic might be emitted
during combustion in such plants. Perhaps even more serious in this respect was the
recognised share of discarded preservative-treated sawn timber that has not entered
the waste management system. Several possible reasons for this missing share were
identified; delayed outflow caused by temporary storage of waste at the user’s
location, abandoned wooden constructions decomposing in the environment, and
waste disposal by the users, such as burning in wood-stoves and uncontrolled
landfilling. It was emphasised that the outflow of hazardous substances to the
environment from this share could be totally uncontrolled; thus it probably deserves a
high degree of concern.
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Figure 3. Annual waste flows in tonnes (I-V) of preservative-treated sawn timber in 2003. The
white arrow represents the share that was identified, separated from other non-hazardous
waste, and treated in an intentional way (I). The grey arrows represent the amount that
unintentionally was mixed with combustible solid waste and sent to waste incinerators (II),
separated wood waste sent to biofuel boilers (III) and mixed solid waste sent to landfills (IV).
The black arrow (V) and the dotted box labeled “Hibernation” represent possible
explanations for the amount not entering the waste management system.

A substantial share of preservative-treated wood unintentionally ended up in nonhazardous solid waste streams intended for energy recovery. From a short-term
pollution perspective, the share treated in waste incinerators was not considered to be
of higher concern than if treated as hazardous waste. These facilities normally emit
less than 1% of arsenic, chromium and copper during incineration. Accordingly, the
main part of the hazardous substances became temporarily immobilised in generated
residue products, which were disposed of in ordinary landfills for non-hazardous
waste. It was argued that this practice might pose future pollution concerns and that
landfilling at a site particularly designed and operated to retain hazardous substances
would probably be preferable. The increased interest in Sweden in reuse of slag from
waste incineration as construction material was recognised as a potential pollution
problem of greater concern. Such a practice might redisperse substantial amounts of
hazardous substances back into the technosphere, making it even more difficult to
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foresee and thus control emissions to the environment. The results indicated that the
concentrations in generated slag were generally low, but the total flows of hazardous
substances to earth constructions could still be substantial due to the large amounts of
residue products being generated. The share of preservative-treated sawn timber that,
mostly unintentionally, was energy recovered generated an arsenic flow of
approximately 100–120 tonnes. It was estimated that reusing the slag would cause an
annual dispersion of 30–40 tonnes of arsenic to earth constructions. This arsenic flow
was considered substantial, since it appeared to be of a similar magnitude as the total
natural flows of this substance in Sweden, i.e. 40–90 tonnes per year.

SWEDISH WOOD WASTE–LINKING REGULATION AND
CONTAMINATION (PAPER V)
In this paper, the impact of waste regulation on the contamination of RWW was
analysed. How the management of RWW used by a Swedish district heating plant had
developed during 1995–2004 was first studied through interviews with the actors
involved (the fuel manager at the plant and its five most important fuel suppliers). The
impact on contamination was then examined by comparing with the occurrence of
industrial preservative–treated wood in RWW for that time period.
From the interview results, it became apparent that both the district heating plant and
its suppliers had substantially upgraded their quality control, sorting practices and
routines for communication with customers. These findings supported a successive
decrease in contamination of RWW, especially since 2002, when the plant introduced
an even stricter requirement in business agreements, more or less prohibiting the
presence of this contaminant. Changes in the Swedish Waste Decree ordering that
industrial preservative–treated wood should be separately handled as hazardous waste
were also brought into force this year. However, when these results for management
were compared with changes in contamination, it was observed that most of the
suppliers had not been capable of producing less contaminated RWW over the years
(Figure 4). In fact, three of the five suppliers (A, B and E) seemed to have less control
over preservative-treated wood than previously, which is reflected by the larger
variations in occurrence.
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Figure 4. Confidence intervals for the occurrence of industrial preservative–treated wood in
RWW produced by suppliers A, B, C, D and E during 1995–2004. The reference level for the
share of industrial preservative–treated wood in Swedish wood waste in general was modeled
from national data. This reference level corresponds to if no changes in management had
occurred during the period. Based on introduced regulations and reported changes in
management, however, it could be expected that the occurrence in RWW from the suppliers
should successively decrease over time. All results are in weight%.
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Several reasons for this result were identified. One essential reason was that the
plant’s incentive to obtain less contaminated RWW appeared to be low, despite the
fact that the government had introduced several regulations during the studied period
that potentially could have established such incentives. As a consequence, the plant
tended to be less strict regarding quality requirements in business agreements in order
to obtain sufficient RWW for heat production. According to the plant’s fuel manager,
RWW virtually always contains some of this contaminant so a ban is not possible in
practice; the plant wants to exploit the benefits of using this cost-efficient biofuel. The
interviewed fuel suppliers also reported that their deliveries of RWW were virtually
always accepted regarding this contaminant. Most of the suppliers had therefore not
experienced any strong need to introduce pressure for extended separation on their
upstream customers. It was concluded that this lack of pressure was an important
obstacle to improvements, since it was revealed that efficient separation of this
contaminant strongly relied on source separation measures.
As can be seen in Figure 4, two of the suppliers (suppliers C and D) had actually been
able to obtain less contaminated RWW. Some factors were identified that, at least
partially, explained why these suppliers were superior. In contrast to the other
suppliers, supplier C had been aware of the requirement to remove industrial
preservative–treated wood during the whole period (1995-2004) and therefore
informed upstream customers over a long time. It was presumed that improvements
were therefore more likely to occur since these customers had had a relatively long
time period to implement appropriate sorting measures. In comparison, the other
suppliers reported that they first became aware of this quality requirement in 2002. In
addition, supplier C also communicated more consistently with upstream actors,
involving extra waste fees for deliveries containing too much of this contaminant.
Over the years, such practice seemed to have established incentives for improved
sorting.
The main reason why supplier D had been capable of improvements was that the
upstream customers had experienced increased pressure for separation from
governmental regulation. This supplier obtained RWW from municipal recycling
centres. Since 2003 these facilities have regarded industrial preservative–treated wood
as hazardous according to the environmental regulation and therefore treated this
waste as a separate fraction. This was, however, generally not the case for many of the
other suppliers’ upstream customers. For instance, suppliers that mainly received
RWW from demolition and building contractors reported that many of the contractors
were not aware that this material should be handled as hazardous waste. It thus
seemed as if the regulation classifying industrial preservative–treated wood as
hazardous mainly had influenced the practices of municipality-owned recycling
centres. For the other involved actors, this regulation seemed not to have been capable
of establishing prominent incentives for separation. Instead, these actors mainly
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focused on fulfilling quality requirements in business agreements with, for instance,
the district heating plant.

RECYCLING CENTRES IN SWEDEN AND THEIR STRATEGIC
IMPORTANCE FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE OF THE
WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (PAPER VI)
In Sweden, municipalities are responsible for the collection of household waste. Over
the years, the importance of municipality-owned recycling centres has increased.
These centres are manned facilities for waste collection where people can bring and
sort their large-sized, hazardous and electr(on)ic waste. In 2003, approximately 20%
of household waste passed through one of Sweden’s 700 recycling centres. Since
these centres are often the first instance in the waste management chain, they are of
strategic importance, i.e. how the waste is sorted here influences the prerequisites for
subsequent recovery and treatment. This paper aimed to analyse the sorting quality
achieved at 16 recycling centres and the potential for improvements by means of
questionnaires and interviews with actors involved.
Although the responses varied widely, the most common response alternative among
the employees at recycling centres was that one-tenth of the waste ended up in the
wrong waste fraction. It was demonstrated that this incorrectly sorted share was
enough to cause substantial pollution and resource implications downstream from the
waste management chain. The visitors had difficulties sorting a great variety of
discarded products, but five waste fractions appeared to be most problematic:
combustible waste, non-recyclable waste (aimed for landfilling), metal scrap, wood
and publication paper. It also became apparent that the visitors were not aware that
they sort their waste in the wrong way. Most of them reported that it was easy or very
easy to sort correctly.
Possible strategies for improved sorting quality at recycling centres involving
different actors, time horizons and levels of ambition were outlined. From a long-term
perspective, this problem could possibly be addressed by product design limiting the
mixture of materials whose waste treatment methods are not compatible. Measures
that facilitate dismantling of discarded products were also recognised as potentially
beneficial. For more rapid improvements, the operation and design of recycling
centres could be optimised. For instance, there could be improvements in the selection
and arrangement of containers for different waste fractions, as well as the design of
signs aimed to facilitate correct sorting. More staff, especially during periods with
many visitors, also seemed beneficial, since it would enhance the capability for
employees to guide and check the sorting. Apart from improved staff schedules, it
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was stressed that the employees could focus their current work tasks of guiding and
checking on the most problematic waste fractions identified in this study.
It became apparent that the recycling centres’ incentives for improvement varied for
the different waste types. Incorrect sorting in the combustible and non-recyclable
fractions led to higher waste treatment fees for recycling centres, one possible
incentive for improvement. Under certain conditions, however, opposing incentives
among actors were observed. For instance, when the same company operates both a
recycling centre and a waste incinerator, the will to receive more cost-efficient fuel
limited the interest in better sorting of wood and publication paper waste in the
combustible fraction, despite the fact that such incorrect sorting generated increased
waste treatment fees for the recycling centre.
For metal scrap, wood and publication paper, incorrect sorting did not seem to
influence the waste treatment fees for recycling centres. Instead, the increased costs
caused by occurrence of incompatible materials in these waste fractions primarily fell
upon downstream actors. The interviews with managers of recycling centres,
however, revealed that there was a lack of pressure from downstream actors regarding
improved sorting. These managers had experienced that their sorting was sufficient
and thus did not recognise any strong need for further improvements. This lack of
communication was also confirmed by interviewed downstream actors, who stated
that feedback to recycling centres was often not necessary. Even if these actors
reported that waste was regularly sorted incorrectly, the quality was often still
sufficient for them to fulfil their customers’ requirements. Interviewed scrap
merchants also reported that they were careful not to apply too strong pressures for
improvements, for instance by using penalty fees for incorrect sorting, since recycling
centres might then distribute their waste elsewhere. To sum up, the results implied
that instead of practicing tough quality requirements towards recycling centres, the
stakeholders of collected metal scrap, wood and publication paper mainly relied on
their downstream processing of the waste.
Apart from a lack of feedback from downstream actors, the fact that recycling centres
often do not function as independent business units was considered to be a major
obstacle to improved sorting quality. As a consequence, recycling centres might not
recognise possible incentives for improvements. For instance, the accounting of
collected amounts of waste and costs is often on a municipal level, and not for
recycling centres in particular. The economy of the studied recycling centres also
relied on general waste collection fees charged to the municipal citizens. There were
no perceived incentives for the employees or managers to improve the quality of
sorting. In other words, the cost of waste management was generally passed on from
the municipality to the citizens via higher waste collection fees.
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SYNTHESIS

The first topic to be discussed in this section is in what way separation strategies
influence the environmental consequences of managing contaminated wood waste.
The analysis includes both short-term and long-term pollution concerns, as well as
resource aspects. Factors influencing the consequences of separation strategies will be
illuminated and the findings related to previous research in order to address the
generality of the results. The second topic, how pressures from regulation and
customers have influenced the studied actors’ choice of separation strategy, will here
be addressed considering several aspects of wood waste management. Firstly,
fundamental differences in how actors in the energy, waste and construction sectors
consider wood waste will be clarified. This will be followed by a discussion about the
involved actors’ capacity to develop separation measures. The synthesis will end by
addressing the actors’ incentives for separation strategies, emphasising the importance
of driving forces such as governmental regulation and market interactions.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
The present management of wood waste in general (papers I and III), and of discarded
industrial preservative–treated wood in particular (paper IV), could be categorised as
an unintentional dilution practice. For instance, when discarded, preservative-treated
wood becomes unintentionally and widely dispersed in various bulk materials, which
in turn makes it difficult to control the outflows of related metals (paper IV). Apart
from the arising of short-term and long-term pollution concerns, such management
also influences possibilities for beneficial use of other substantially larger bulk
materials (e.g. RWW and separated combustible waste). In fact, the presence of this
single product in these discarded bulk materials generates an arsenic flow so large that
it by itself could put into question the environmental benefits from reuse of ash (paper
IV). Besides wood waste management, which has been particularly studied in this
thesis, there are many other bulk materials for which the present handling of
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contaminants could be categorised as an unintentional dilution practice (cf. Reijnders,
2000; Christensen et al., 2002; Sörme et al., 2003; Tukker et al., 2006).
Separation measures, on the other hand, by definition lead to the intentional
management of contaminants. A deliberate choice could be made regarding which
disposal methods are preferable for particular contaminants. In comparison to
unintentional dilution, such preconditions for waste management could in principle be
claimed beneficial regarding both pollution prevention and resource aspects (cf.
papers III and IV; Van der Voet, 1996; Solo-Gabriele and Townsend, 1999; Guinée et
al., 1999; Reijnders, 2000). As this thesis demonstrates, however, the manner in
which separation measures influence the environmental consequences largely relies
on the subsequent handling of removed contaminants. Handling contaminants
separated from the bulk material in question may cause similar or other types of
environmental impacts elsewhere in the technosphere, or else the problem may only
be transferred to the future (cf. Raadschelders et al., 2003).
The results from papers III and IV show that separation measures would lead to
decreased immediate emissions of heavy metals, since they enable treatment of
contaminated materials in more sophisticated plants than biofuel boilers. In
comparison to present management, such a practice would also be capable of
recovering a similar yield of energy from discarded wood material (paper III), which
in turn is of outmost importance from a resource perspective (Roth and Eklund,
Accepted; Fraanje, 1997). For most of the studied heavy metals, however, separation
measures alone appear incapable of addressing long-term pollution concerns (paper
III). Regardless of separation strategy, these metals seem to end up in landfills,
shifting present pollution problems to the future (cf. Van der Voet, 1996; Guinée et
al., 1999). It was, however, found that metals related to industrial preservative–treated
wood waste would through separation be re-directed from ordinary landfills, for
which the conditions for operation may vary (Flyhammar, 1997), to monitored
hazardous waste storages particularly designed and operated to retain hazardous
substances (papers III and IV). Such storage is probably preferable for controlling
future outflows, not only since landfills for hazardous waste are more sophisticated
than ordinary landfills but because the number of accumulation sites of these
substances would also decrease (paper III). Even if the preconditions for controlling
future outflows were to be improved, however, such a practice would still not solve
the problem. According to Guinée et al. (1999), prevention of future pollution can in
the end only be assured by permanent immobilisation of hazardous substances
combined with safe storage outside the biosphere (e.g. redirection to mines). Such
immobilisation is today not practiced in Sweden, yet it could be argued that separation
would facilitate this kind of measures. Volume problems would be thereby alleviated,
making them more feasible from an economic point of view (paper III; Van der Voet,
1996; Reijnders, 2000).
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When only considering a particular bulk material, it is rather straightforward that
extended separation of contaminants would increase possibilities for beneficial use of
the waste without risking substantial and unintentional co-recycling of hazardous
substances (cf. Reijnders, 2000; Jermer et al., 2001). However, extending the system
boundaries beyond wood waste management adds complexity to the issue. Despite the
environmental compliance of ash from combustion of RWW would increase,
separation measures would simultaneously re-direct a substantial share of the metal
flow from biofuel boilers to waste incinerators (paper III). Prevention of unintentional
co-recycling thus strongly relies on these incinerators continuing to landfill their
ashes, and not, as in many other European countries, starting to practice reuse (Van
Gerven et al., 2005; Tukker et al., 2006). However, since industrial preservative–
treated wood according to regulation is to be separately handled as hazardous waste,
separation measures would in any case prevent co-recycling of the metals arsenic,
chromium and copper (papers III and IV). For wood waste management, this might be
important given that the arsenic flow in RWW, in contrast to the other studied metals,
is large also seen from a national perspective (paper I). In fact, findings from paper IV
indicate that the arsenic flow related to preservative-treated wood by far exceeds the
natural flows of this substance in Sweden, implying that separation of this product
might be of interest for pollution prevention in general.
There are several preconditions for wood waste management that influence the
environmental consequences of separation strategies. Sweden has a well-developed
district heating system, involving actors with strong demands for cost-efficient fuels,
especially waste biofuels complying with national energy policy (Governmental
proposal, 1996). This, among other things, has contributed to a high availability of
sophisticated waste incinerators for energy recovery of combustible materials (e.g.
wood, paper and plastics). There are also plants for energy recovery of hazardous
waste such as industrial preservative–treated wood. Furthermore, present waste
regulation prohibits landfilling of separated combustible and organic materials, makes
this disposal method one of the most expensive and orders that certain wood waste,
i.e. industrial preservative–treated wood, should be separately handled as hazardous
(SFS, 1999; SFS, 2001). As a consequence, combustible contaminants would after
separation most likely be treated in sophisticated incinerators, leading to decreased
heavy metal emissions while still recovering a high energy yield from the waste
(papers III and IV). In other countries, however, such preconditions might not exist,
so the environmental consequences of separation measures could be somewhat
different. For instance, if combustible contaminants after separation are landfilled due
to the lack of appropriate treatment plants and/or regulations (McQueen and Stevens,
1998; Alderman et al., 2003), the immediate pollution problem is abated at the
expense of increased resource loss (cf. paper III). The issue then becomes a complex
and value-based matter of choice between pollution and resource considerations.
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The Swedish Waste Decree, ordering that industrial preservative–treated wood should
be separately handled as hazardous waste (SFS, 2001), has especially contributed to
how separation of contaminants would re-direct heavy metal flows in wood waste
management. This regulation has, for instance, largely determined in what way
separation measures would influence long-term pollution concerns related to
accumulations in landfills and unintentional co-recycling through reuse of residue
products.
In this thesis, the issue of unintentional co-recycling has mainly been addressed by
considering the reuse of ashes in applications such as earth construction. However,
this unwanted side effect of recycling is definitely also of interest for management of
discarded materials in general (cf. Reijnders, 2000; Raadschelders et al., 2003). Some
differences can be recognised for different applications of recycled materials. For
instance, materials that are reused in exposed environments may, more or less,
instantly generate emissions through leaching during the use phase (cf. paper IV;
Bergbäck et al., 2001; Townsend et al., 2003). Such immediate outflows of hazardous
substances are not likely for ashes used in, for instance, roads, but instead the main
concern is possible emissions taking place over time (papers III and IV; Tukker et al.,
2006). In principle, however, both these types of applications may, despite different
time horizons, be problematic for pollution prevention, since potential emission
sources are shifted from being local to diffuse (cf. Lindqvist, 2002; Sörme, 2003).
This discussion does not suggest that separation measures necessarily are always
environmentally preferable compared to dilution. What it says, however, is that
intentional management in principle is preferable to unintentional management. As
this thesis illustrates, such handling of contaminants can be achieved by separation
measures. However, dilution could also be intentional. In fact, present environmental
policy might even stimulate such measures by its focus on regulating concentration
limit values. By lowering the concentrations of heavy metals in bulk materials,
dilution measures could also facilitate beneficial use of waste and perhaps prevent
surpassing of critical levels in the environment. Despite decreased concentrations,
however, total flows of heavy metal might still be substantial, posing pollution
concerns (cf. paper IV; Obernosterer and Brunner, 2001). The fact that these
substances are non-degradable also means that even small emissions will over time
increase the concentrations in the environment, though at a very slow rate (Van der
Voet et al., 2000). A precautionary approach thus calls for separation measures
facilitating the continued control of outflows to the environment, since it is difficult to
predict what concentrations in the environment dilution measures ultimately will lead
to, and if these will be critical (cf. Guinée et al., 1999; van der Voet, 1996). How far
to push for separation is, however, a matter of policy rather than science, especially
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regarding pollution concerns related to long-term uncertainties (cf. Tukker et al.,
2006).

DISCARDED WOOD–A RESOURCE OR A DISPOSAL PROBLEM?
For actors in the energy sector, wood waste constitutes a biofuel among others and the
main reason for using such a fuel for heat production is that it is less expensive than
its alternatives (paper II). Even if only 5% of the supply of district heating in Sweden
is produced from RWW (paper I; The Swedish District Heating Association, 2006),
this material constitutes the most important fuel for individual plants (papers III and
V). Also fuel suppliers who refine wood waste to a commercial biofuel primarily
consider this bulk material as a resource of economic value. Further upstream along
the waste management chain, however, this view of wood as a raw material for fuel
production is diminishing and instead the actors involved consider it as more of a
disposal problem. For instance, the function of municipality-owned recycling centres
can be thought of in two ways; either as raw material suppliers of recovered waste
resources or as facilities primarily focusing on aiding waste disposal for the citizens.
The focus is often on the latter function, even if recycling centres sell certain waste
fractions which is why, for instance, separated wood waste occasionally constitutes
some economic value also for these actors (paper VI). For waste generators such as
construction contractors and municipal citizens, however, discarded wood material is
solely a waste among others for which the disposal cost should be minimised (paper
II).

ACTORS’ CAPACITY FOR SEPARATION MEASURES
Dependent on where in the waste management chain actors occur, they have varying
capacities to separate contaminants in bulk materials. Processing technologies have
their limitations but can be relatively efficient for some bulk materials and for
separation of certain contaminants (papers II and VI). For metal objects such as
fastening systems present in RWW, for instance, there are available and relatively
efficient technologies, such as magnetic separators. Previous studies have also shown
that screening can achieve relatively efficient separation of the hazardous substances
in various bulk materials (Brunner and Stämpfli, 1993; Huang et al., 2002). Regarding
wood waste, such technologies have been suggested as capable of removing
considerable amounts of lead and zinc that originates from surface-treated wood, soil
and plastic waste (Jermer et al., 2001).
Findings from papers I, II, IV and V show that the present refinement of wood waste
is insufficient for separation of hazardous substances. This is especially true for
contaminants such as industrial preservative–treated wood. At district heating plants,
RWW consists of fuel chips; thus, it is practically impossible for these actors to
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separate this contaminant (paper V; Blassino et al., 2002). Over time, removal of
heavy metals by solvent extraction of wood chips or ash could perhaps become a
plausible option for these actors (cf. Solo-Gabriele and Townsend, 1999; Nami Kartal,
2003). Also, the fuel suppliers’ possibilities for separation are most restricted since
industrial preservative–treated wood is widely dispersed into the wood waste. Manual
sorting is therefore necessary in order to achieve efficient separation (paper V;
Blassino et al., 2002). Unfortunately, such measures are at present not feasible from
an economic perspective but instead the fuel suppliers’ handling of wood waste is
solely done with crane trucks. It thus appears as if extended separation largely relies
on downstream refinement combined with source separation measures (papers II and
V). Similar findings have been concluded for other types of waste as well (paper VI;
Schachermayer et al., 2000; Tanskanen, 2000).
There are, however, several obstacles that could impede source separation. Such
measures often involve actors such as construction contractors or municipal citizens
who lack professional standards for waste management and therefore must be
educated and trained to enable efficient sorting (papers V and VI). At recycling
centres, the situation is somewhat different, since professionals are available whose
main working task is to to aid citizens to sort their waste correctly. Still, however,
considerable amounts of discarded materials brought to these facilities seem to be
incorrectly sorted anyway (paper VI). For construction projects, the preconditions
often vary regarding site space and time frame, which in turn might influence these
actors’ possibilities for source separation (Boverket, 2004). Such efforts are also often
more expensive in terms of increased labour and time demands (Ruch et al., 1997a;
Poon et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2004). Assuming that actors in the construction sector
respond rationally to economic incentives (cf. O’Rourke et al., 1996; Ayres, 1997),
they would need lowered costs in order to develop source separation measures. In
general, the waste treatment fees in Sweden, at least to some extent, motivate
separation of recyclable materials (The Swedish Waste Association, 2003).
Unfortunately, this is not the case regarding contaminants in wood waste. For
instance, a demolition contractor typically pays a treatment fee of 20–30 Euros per
tonne of mixed wood waste, while the disposal cost per tonne of separated industrial
preservative–treated wood exceeds 100 Euros. Again, the situation is different at
recycling centres, since here the citizens conduct the actual sorting and their efforts do
not influence the operational costs at these facilities (paper VI). In addition, the
economy of recycling centres relies on annual waste collection fees from the citizens,
so they are probably less sensitive to disposal costs.

ACTORS’ INCENTIVES FOR SEPARATION STRATEGIES
In most cases, regulation has been insufficient for obtaining increased separation of
industrial preservative–treated wood in Sweden (papers IV and V). These studies
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were, however, conducted when the regulation ordering that this wood material
should be separately treated as hazardous had been in force for only about two years.
It is thus plausible that the impact from this regulation might increase over time.
Several factors have, however, been identified in the appended papers that could
impede such a development.
Even if combustion plants’ capacity for separation is most restricted, they may still
play an important role by stimulating upstream actors to perform separation measures
through quality requirements (cf. Kautto and Melanen, 2004). Unfortunately, the
studied plant’s incentives for less contaminated RWW seem to be low, although
several introduced regulations potentially could have created such incentives (paper
V). According to the Swedish Waste Decree, industrial preservative–treated wood is
to be separately handled as hazardous waste due to high concentrations of arsenic and
chromium (cf. paper II; SFS, 2001). At district heating plants, however, this wood
material occurs as strongly diluted in RWW, so concentrations of these substances
normally do not transgress limit values for hazardous waste (paper V). A similar
situation occurs when industrial preservative–treated wood ends up in separated
combustible waste treated at waste incinerators (cf. paper IV). As a result, there are no
real legal prohibitions for combustion plants to use this fuel for heat production in
Sweden.
There are other regulations that, at least in principle, could have influenced district
heating plants’ interest in separation measures. For instance, less contaminated RWW
would increase possibilities for reuse of generated ashes, thereby decreasing
operational costs related to the landfill tax (paper V). But as Roberts and Phillpot
(1995) point out, it is often difficult to determine what tax level will lead to a definite
outcome. Apart from that, there might exist barriers preventing actors from
responding in compliance with the intended objective of economic policy instruments
(cf. O’Rourke et al., 1996). Thus, even if the landfill tax was substantially raised,
district heating plants might still not introduce extensive pressures for separation
measures. For one thing, demands on extended waste processing would presumably
lead to an increased fuel price, thereby limiting the economic benefits of using RWW
for heat production (papers II and V). The fact that district heating plants often have a
strong local market power might also influence how they respond to existing market
signals. As a consequence, increased marginal costs for heat production caused by
regulations such as the landfill tax may only encourage plants to pass on the burden to
the customers via raised heat prices (paper V; Turner et al., 1998).
The hazardous waste classification in the Swedish Waste Decree should have
stimulated upstream actors to separate industrial preservative–treated wood. Findings
from papers IV and V, however, indicate insufficient communication and supervision
of this regulation among involved actors. For instance, many construction contractors
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are not even aware that this wood material is to be handled as hazardous when
discarded. In addition, only a minor share of this wood product is today separated
when discarded (papers IV and V), implying a need for further supervision by
authorities. As was argued in the previous section, there are several obstacles to
source separation. So even if upstream customers are aware of the regulation, they
may still not be capable of achieving efficient separation. Paper V, however, contains
empirical evidence showing that some actors have achieved improvements, indicating
that relatively efficient separation of this contaminant actually is possible in practice
despite these obstacles. For some reason, not clearly understood, the regulation seems
to primarily have influenced the sorting practices at municipality-owned recycling
centres.
In their study of the Finnish industry, Kautto and Melanen (2004) found that pressures
from customers were the main driving force for companies to improve environmental
performance. A similar finding was observed in paper V, where most of the studied
actors tended to focus more on fulfilling stated quality requirements in business
agreements than on the regulation. There is no doubt that such pressures from
customers play an important role for environmental improvements in general (paper
VI; Melanen et al., 2002; Kautto and Melanen, 2004) and if adequately implemented
can lead to an efficient separation of contaminated wood waste (paper V). On the
other hand, present market forces seems to encourage an inconsistent enforcement of
quality requirements by the district heating plant under study, which in turn leads to
lack of pressure for improvements on upstream actors. In fact, such a practice
counteracts legal pressures for separation of industrial preservative–treated wood due
to present customer-oriented business management (papers V and VI). A similar
implication regarding enforcement of quality requirements was also observed in paper
VI for management of other discarded materials such as metal scrap, implying that
such a finding may be of relevance not only for wood waste management.
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CONCLUSIONS

In comparison to the present dilution practice, it can be concluded that separation of
contaminants would lead to decreased heavy metal emissions during treatment of
wood waste, while still recovering a similar energy yield from the waste. Such
measures would also substantially upgrade the environmental compliance of
generated ash, thereby, increasing possibilities for resource-saving reuse. For most
metals, however, long-term pollution concerns related to accumulations in landfills
and unintentional co-recycling seem difficult to address, regardless of separation
strategy. An exception is wood waste that according to regulation is to be separately
handled as hazardous, i.e. industrial preservative–treated wood, for which separation
measures also would address such future concerns.
The results show that regulation influences the environmental consequences of
separation measures. This indicates that governments could play an important role in
environmental policy by, for instance, stimulating separate handling of certain
discarded products such as industrial preservative–treated wood. Other important
factors for the environmental consequences of separation in wood waste management
are a well-developed district heating system and availability of sophisticated
incinerators for energy recovery of contaminated materials.
It can further be concluded that actors in the energy sector involved in fuel and heat
production have quite restricted capacities regarding separation of contaminants.
Instead, having substantially less contaminated wood waste seems to require upstream
actors in the waste and construction sectors to develop source separation measures.
The fact that such measures often involve actors (e.g. building contractors and
municipal citizens) without professional standards for waste management constitutes
a fundamental obstacle for efficient separation. Perhaps even more hampering is that
source separation often makes waste handling more expensive for these actors, due to
increased time and labour demands. In fact, if actors in the construction sector
separate out contaminated wood waste, they are charged higher waste disposal fees.
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Such economic outcomes are unfavourable for efficient separation, since these actors
primarily consider wood waste as a disposal problem for which the costs should be
minimised. Despite these obstacles, however, this thesis contains empirical evidence
showing that some actors have proved capable of achieving relatively efficient
separation. Such a finding is promising for the future.
At present, only a minor share of industrial preservative–treated wood waste is
separately handled as hazardous in Sweden. For most actors in the energy, waste and
construction sectors, the incentives for such measures appear low even though
introduced regulations potentially could have created such incentives. It appears as if
a lack of steering mechanisms such as communication and supervision have
neutralised the inherent pressure from regulation in many cases. Quality requirements,
on the other hand, can be concluded to be of outmost importance for motivating
separation measures. Unfortunately, present market forces encourage actors in the
energy sector to practice inconsistent enforcement of stated quality requirements. As a
consequence, actors in the waste and construction sectors do not experience any
strong pressure for separation of contaminants from their customers. In fact, such an
inconsistent enforcement of quality requirements seems to have counteracted legal
pressures for separation, due to present customer-oriented business management.
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